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First Nations’ 

Peoples Map 

(Victoria: British Columbia 

Ministry of Education, 1994)



untitled map of the 1864 Chilcotin War

Oriented north to the right, map proper probably co-drawn 

by Tsilhqot’in Chief Alexis and colonial Magistrate William 

Cox; text likely by Cox as described to him by Alexis (the 

Xeni Gwet’in [Nemiah Valley Indian Band]) would, on this 

map, be right under, and emptying into ‘Chilco L.’)

(British Columbia Lands Surveys [Plans Vault] Old Maps 4T2



Williams Lake Agency shows six Tsilhqot’in reserves at Toosey, 

Anaham, Stone, Alexis Creek and Nemaiah (the other reserves further east 

are in Secwepemc [Shuswap] territory)

(1913-16 Royal Commission on Indian Affairs for the Province of British Columbia, UBC 

Special Collections HR E78 B9 B96)



The Declaration Co-authored with Western Canada Wilderness 

Committee, the image at center is Ts’il?os (original print in possession of author)



Signs in Tsilhqot’in 

territory

‘Nemiah Valley’ on logging road as 

it crosses Taseko River and into the 

claim area; ‘Nagwentled’ and 

‘Gwetsilh’ signs posted at fishing 

sites on secondary roads leading 

out of Williams Lake

(author’s photographs)



All TUS Activities

TUS map produced by research 

funded by Ministry of Forests but 

on what amounts to about a three 

month timeline

(Tsilhqot’in National Government 1992)



Map included in Draft 

Master Plan for Ts’il?os

Provincial Park

Dashed line is boundary of park and does 

not include Xeni Gwet’in

(British Columbia: BC Parks, 1994)



untitled land use and 

occupancy map drawn by 

Tsilhqot’in witness in court in 

front of the judge on request by 

plaintiff’s counsel 

Note they were originally annotated manually by 

witness, with assistance from counsel, and then 

digitzed by court approved cartographer; this 

one highlights sites, generalized use polygons 

and trails

(copy in possession of the author)



another untitled land 

use and occupancy map 

drawn by Tsilhqot’in

witness in court in front 

of the judge on request 

by plaintiff’s counsel 

This one discriminates fishing 

polygons in blue, gathering in green, 

campsites in red

(copy in possession of the author)



composite territorial map of place and district 

names compiled by multiple Tsilhqot’in

witnesses in front of the judge 

Oriented north on the right, solid yellow lines denote boundaries of the 

Nemiah Trapline (mainly left side of map) and Brittany Triangle (mainly 

right) claim areas (compare this map with untitled map of Chilcotin War 

and map of Ts’il?os Provincial Park in the Draft Master Plan)

(copy in possession of the author)



Boundary map compiled 

from documentary record 

and adduced at trial

(compiled by author)



Map of authorities’ travels 

through territory during 

historical period compiled 

from documentary record 

and adduced at trial

(compiled by author)



Detail of previous map

Map showed where early contact, fur 

trade and colonial authorities travelled, 

source accordingly, and Tsilhqot’in places 

they documented (used blue for textual 

references and green for cartographic)

(compiled by author)



Place name and 

site description 

map compiled 

on documentary 

record and 

adduced at trial

(compiled by author)



Place name map with site 

description boxes turned off

Red dots (some of which superimposed on 

black dots on authorities’ travels map) mark 

Tsilhqot’in sites, green neighbouring First 

Nations, blue pre-emptions

(compiled by author)



Detail place name map (site descrip-

tions turned on Magenta source references are 

archaeological; note that on this map, all place names 

are in both English and Tsilhqot’in [and many are again 

sites recorded by early authorities but not then named])

(compiled by author)



Movements map compi-

led from documentary 

record and adduced at 

trial

Blue vectors pre-contact movements 

or migration, orange from contact to 

reserve allocation, violet post-reserve

(compiled by author)



Detail previous map

Note how land use and occupancy 

data can be extracted from historic 

or cartographic records and them-

atized by direct quote interpretively 

place on map (compare with untit-

led map of Chilcotin War!); move-

ment vectors also annotated by 

source authority

(compiled by author)



Composite of 

boundary, conflict, 

authorities, place 

name and move-

ments maps en-

tirely from docu-

mentary record 

(compiled by author)



Composite map all 

previous maps com-

piled from document-

tary record and ad-

duced at trial

(compiled by author)



Detail of Map 

of gathering 

polygons ad-

duced by mul-

tiple Tsilhqot’in

witnesses as 

exhibits at trial

(copy in possession of 

author)



Map of hunting or trapping polygons 

adduced by multiple Tsilhqot’in wit-

nesses as exhibits at trial 

(copy in possession of author)



Late summer land use pre-1846

Detail untitled map land use polygons composite multiple 

Tsilhqot’in witnessses interpretively mapped by author from 

previously unmapped court transcripts or territorial affidavits, and 

submitted for argument phase; note that there were over a hund-

red of these mapped individually, and discriminated by season, 

activity and witness

(compiled by author)



Late summer land use from 1846 to living 

memory of Tsilhqot’in witness

Note in this three map series the objective was to push, on the balance 

of defensible probabilities, as many polygons as possible back across 

the 1846 watershed (because this the accepted date of sovereignty 

assertion in British Columbia and the date that is crucial to establishing 

continuity between pre-contact and post-contact activities)

(compiled by author)



Late summer land 

use in living mem-

ory of the witness

Red polygons hunting, blue 

fishing, green gathering, pur-

ple other activity (e.g. horse 

herding); solid boundaries 

are polygons interpreted 

from transcript or affidavit 

with very high degree of 

accuracy, dashed are more 

approximate or geographic-

ally vague references

(compiled by author)



Composite land use

Composite of all land use and occupancy from multiple 

witnesses interpretively mapped by author for argument 

phase, across all seasons (compare areas of the most 

densely packed polygons with the area Justice Vickers 

thought the Tsilhqot’in had demonstrated Aboriginal title, 

below)

(compiled by author)



Physical sites 

composite from 

exhibits

B/W map of all sites as 

adduced by Tsilhqot’in

witnesses in front of 

the judge and based 

on exhibits at trial

(copy in possession of 

author)



Physical sites 

within living 

memory

Composite multiple 

Tsilhqot’in witnessses

interpretively mapped 

by author from previ-

ously unmapped court 

transcripts or territorial 

affidavits, and submitted 

for argument phase; 

note again that there 

were over a hundred of 

these mapped individu-

ally, but did not require 

discrimination by sea-

son (because sites are 

there all year even if not 

used in certain 

seasons)

(compiled by author)



Detail previous map

Area shown is Xeni Gwet’in (Ne-

miah Valley) proper; cabins in 

magenta, campsites red, grave-

yards light purple hashtags, fish-

ing sites blue, above ground 

lodges orange rectangles, 

turquoise stars spiritual sites (the 

cluster to the immediate right this 

box is Ts’il?os); all sites initialed 

with the Tsilhqot’in witness who 

recorded or testified to it

(compiled by author)



Place name map 

Composite place name and district map 

from all sources, some adduced or map-

ped by witness at trial, some mapped 

interpretively by author at argument

(copy in possession of author)



Map of Chilcotin War

Map interpreted by author from documentary record for 

argument phase; red vectors show movements colonial 

militia, green Tsilhqot’in warriors; important exchanges 

notes alphabetically 

(compiled by author)



Map of Chilcotin conflicts with 

other First Nations 

Blue vectors show Tsilhqot’in movements, either for 

aggression or retaliation, or as a defense against 

invasion; orange vectors attacks or retaliations by 

other First Nations; details of conflict, war or battle 

in magenta text

(compiled by author)



Transportation 

System

Composite of trails and 

canoe routes from all 

sources, whether doc-

mentary, as adduced by 

Tsilhqot’in witnesses at 

trial, or interpretively 

mapped by author from 

previously unmapped 

transcripts or affidavits 

at argument

(copy in possession of 

author)



Detail previous map

On this map, coding and/or 

colour discriminates between 

trails that could be shown, on the 

balance of probabilities, as pre-

contact Tsilhqot’in trails, pre-con-

tact trails that were converted to 

wagon or tote roads by colonial 

authorities, and wagon or tote 

roads built anew by colonial au-

thorities but also used by Tsilh-

qot’in

(copy in possession of author)



Oral History

Each coloured polygon 

‘maps out the geography’ 

of an origin or ‘myth-age’ 

narrative, and in so doing 

constitutes the ‘cultural 

cement’ that is the ‘Tsilh-

qot’in coordinate referen-

cing system’ in territorial 

space; this was compiled 

from the ethnohistoric re-

cord or court transcripts 

for argument phase

(compiled by author)



Composite 

All site and land use 

polygons from all 

Tsilhqot’in witnesses 

as in exhibits at trial 

or mapped in front of 

the judge; it does not 

include any of the si-

tes or land use poly-

gons (or transportat-

ion system or oral 

history) interpretively 

mapped by author 

for argument

(copy in possession of 

author)



Chief Justice 

Vickers map 

of Tsilhqot’in

title

The dark green area, 

including the lower 

Chilko River, where 

Vickers felt Tsilhqot’in

had proved exclusive, 

regular and continu-

ous use and/or occu-

pancy of land suffici-

ent to ground a decla-

ration of Aboriginal 

title at common law 

(note he did not think 

they met the test in o-

ther parts of the claim 

area (including Tach-

elach’ed) but they did 

still did have more li-

mited Tsilhqot’in rights 

to hunt, fish and gath-

er

(copy in possession of 

author)
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